2006 honda civic a c compressor wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Ramsey Winch Wire Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression
rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used
to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Ramsey Winch Wire
Diagram The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical
circuits and implementing them. ITBridal Stylist. Winch Solenoid Wiring Jeep - Database wiring
diagramcervicalefano. ITDiagram Database. Ramsey pro winch manualGoogle Docs.
BEmobilediagrams bruxelles-enscene be. Related Ramsey Winch Wire Diagram. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capability and signal connections
surrounded by the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information very nearly the relative
point of view and concurrence of devices and terminals upon the devices, to urge on in building
or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would be in more detail of the creature appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections more
than subconscious appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
make certain that every the links have been made and that anything is present. Architectural
wiring diagrams put on an act the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles,
lighting, and enduring electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be
shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit.
Wiring diagrams use up to standard symbols for wiring devices, usually substitute from those
used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not unaccompanied feign where
something is to be installed, but as a consequence what type of device is creature installed. For
example, a surface ceiling buoyant is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lighthearted has
a stand-in symbol, and a surface fluorescent blithe has another symbol. Each type of switch has
a alternative metaphor and so get the various outlets. There are symbols that feign the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to take on connection of the domicile to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will plus adjoin panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as blaze alarm or closed
circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. It shows the components of

the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal contacts in the middle of the devices.
A wiring diagram usually gives recommendation nearly the relative aim and contract of devices
and terminals on the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would appear in more detail of the being appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to put the accent on interconnections greater than creature appearance. A
wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that every the
connections have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams be in the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical
services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay
symbols for wiring devices, usually vary from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not abandoned appear in where something is to be installed, but afterward what type
of device is subconscious installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent
lively has substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a every second tale and consequently
accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that put-on the location of smoke detectors,
the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to assume link of the residence to the public electrical supply system.
Wiring diagrams will after that total panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special services such as flare alarm or closed circuit television or new special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New
posts New profile posts Latest activity. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter duke Start date Apr 25, Hi guys im new here
and hoping to find a new home as a new civic owner. So far i have done the following i can jump
the compressor and condenser fan on showing that they both do work. I have checked number
1 fuse under hood and number 14 fuse under dash, both are good. I have replaced the head unit
if you will call it that inside the dash. I have tested the pressure switch for continuity and tried to
jump it with negative results. Back in the fuse box i also have tested all relays found all relays to
be good, they were bench tested by jumping terminal 3 and four with a battery and measuring
voltage over 1 and 2. I check the pin in the fuse box for the relays with these results fan relay
terminal 1 is zero volts terminal 2,3,4 all have 12v, compressor clutch relay terminal 1 is 0v 2
and 3 12v and terminal 4 is 0v. This terminal four also shows no continuity to ground or power.
Thermal protection switch shows continuity. I have read the other post about checking the ecu
and mcu but unfortunately my wire colors are different in these and i do not know if the same
pin number is accurate. If any one has any ideas for me or any direction to run i would
appreciate the thoughts, i am puzzled by terminal four in the clutch relay, and the system
working when jumped but in reversed. Thanks again for your time reading my post Andrew
Added note headunit heater control panel self diagnostic test comes back with no DTCs Low
pressure side has psi, i do not have a gauge for the high pressure side. RonJ Banned. I will add
a picture when I get home from work. BY using a url link can u not add attachment photos to the
text on this forum? Note RON J upon inspecting your wiring diagram i believe that there must
be more wires than shown because if not that would mean i am jumping the relay terminal
number 4 to ecm red wire to the power coming out of the pressure switch. This would make
terminal 3 and 4 both hot on the relay? Last edited: Apr 25, It's hard to tell what color the three
wires are. Can you pan back in the picture to give an idea of where this connector is and what it
plugs into? Can you also post pictures of where the wires run to? The pressure switch would be
located towards the drivers side about 6 inches from this connection, and the pressure switch

uses a 2 pin connector with a blue wire with a dashed white line and a red wire with a dashed
white line. If need i can give any further clarification but can not find this in a wiring diagram
either. Post a picture of what you think is the pressure switch and its connector. Its 12 midnight
and a picture of my actual car wouldn't come out well enough to show you. I will take photos in
the morning before work When jumped both fans condenser and radiator fan run as soon as key
is cycled 2 Do you need to turn on the cabin blower or does it run by itself? Have not tried this
Therefore, to pinpoint the problem, we need to start fresh and do some basic tests that we can
interpret. Start by reconnecting all the loose plugs, and then do this: Unplug the 2P connector
for the pressure switch, start the engine, and then ground the red wire terminal in the 2P
connector to the frame. If not, try the same test but instead ground the blue wire. Correct on the
the red wire I will run tests tonight after work if the rain stops. But for now I can tell u that the
blue white wire in the 3p connector is battery voltage constant when key is in run position with
nothing jumped or turned on. Grounding both wires in the 2p pressure switch had no effect oh
the system coming on. RON i can not follow this in a wire diagram but my hunch now is that the
red wire in ac compressor 3 pin may be the power feed wire for the pressure switch, functioning
as follows. The bluewhite wire in 3pin is constant hot my thought is that this may feed the red
wire to the pressure switch thus the reason why the system turns on when these 2 are jumped
and still turns off when pressure switch is disconnected. This would mean that the blue hot
would travel down through the connector to the ac compressor be used on a switch passing
back up through the connector and traveling to the pressure switch. I also believe the 3rd wire
the blue with red line is nothing more then power to engage the clutch, which leaves me to
believe the red and blue wire control the thermal switch. Is there a way to test the thermal
switch. Tomorrow i will test continuity between the red and blue wire going down to the
compressor in the 3 pin connector. Do you think this is possible? IF so why or why not? One
catch to this theory is why does the ac switch on the heater control, control the system in
reverse when jumped? The blue wire is supposed to feed the 2p connector on pressure switch
then flow to the red
toyota kluger owners manual
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wire into the 3 pin and down to the thermal switch. Since im feeding the red wire when jumping
this is powering the pressure switch and all components after it in the reverse flow causing the
switch to be in the reversed phase. I am going to check the number 9 pin of the 12 pin
connector f in under dash fuse box for voltage? And continuity from this wire to the blue
pressure switch wire? Any possible fuse for this? Yes i know i got a little ahead and carried
away. This would mean that the blue hot would travel down through the connector tothe ac
compressor be used on a switch passing back up through the connector and traveling to the
pressure switch. Blower speed? Do you have any other tests for me? ANy hunch on what the
problem is? Is this 3 pin connector not in any other civic? Not sure what you are asking here.
Asking where the blue wire in the 2 pin connector goes to. Is it straight from MCU or does it
pass through another location first? You must log in or register to reply here.

